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We use properties of p-adic integrals and measures to obtain congruences for
higher-order Bernoulli and Euler numbers and polynomials, as well as for certain
generalizations and for Stirling numbers of the second kind. These congruences are
analogues and generalizations of the usual Kummer congruences for the ordinary
Bernoulli numbers.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The Bernoulli polynomials of order w, denoted B(w)n (x), are defined by
\ tet&1+
w
ext= :

n=0
B (w)n (x)
tn
n!
. (1.1)
The Euler polynomials of order w, denoted E (w)n (x), are defined by
\ 21+et+
w
ext= :

n=0
E (w)n (x)
tn
n!
. (1.2)
The values at x=0 are called Bernoulli and Euler numbers of order w;
when w=1, the polynomials or numbers are called ordinary. When x=0
or w=1, we often suppress that part of the notation; e.g., B (w)n denotes
B(w)n (0), En(x) denotes E
(1)
n (x), and Bn denotes B
(1)
n (0).
These numbers have been extensively studied and many congruences
for them are known. Among the most important results are the Kummer
congruences for the ordinary Bernoulli numbers, which in their simplest
form state that
Bm
m
#
Bn
n
(mod pZp) (1.3)
for positive even integers m, n such that m#n0 (mod p&1), where p is
an odd prime (cf. [10, Corollary 5.14]). More general versions of these
congruences are given in (4.9) and (4.16) below. In this paper we give
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extensions of these congruences for a variety of sequences, including the
higher-order Bernoulli and Euler polynomials and the weighted Stirling
numbers of the second kind, denoted S(n, w, x), which are defined by
(et&1)w ext=w! } :

n=w
S(n, w, x)
tn
n!
. (1.4)
Setting x=0 gives the usual Stirling numbers of the second kind, S(n, w)=
S(n, w, 0). All these congruences are deduced from some basic properties of
p-adic 1-transforms which we record in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 below.
A primary focus of this work is the application of these p-adic integra-
tion techniques to extend several known results on Bernoulli polynomials
of higher order. Adelberg [2] has recently given congruences for B (w)n
which extend the Kummer congruences (1.3) and has deduced information
concerning the irreducibility of certain Bernoulli polynomials. Our con-
gruences for the higher-order Bernoulli polynomials (Section 5) provide a
different type of extension of a more general form of the Kummer con-
gruences. Our method also provides a general lower bound for the p-adic
ordinal of B(w)n which, while not the best possible in all cases, exceeds the
previously known bounds in certain cases. Although the estimates of
Adelberg [1, 2] and Howard [6] for the ordinal of B(w)m+w are asymptotically
superior to ours when m is fixed and w  , our bound is asymptotically
superior when the order w is fixed and m  .
The binomial coefficient operator which appears in our Theorem 1.2
below is an extension of that employed by Gunaratne [5] in his generaliza-
tion of the Kummer congruences, which he used to characterize the Iwasawa
invariants of Dirichlet characters. Our theorem provides congruences of
this type for a certain class of sequences. In Section 3 we apply this theorem
to the Stirling numbers and Euler polynomials following the work of Tsumura
[8, 9]. In Section 4 we treat the ordinary Bernoulli and generalized Bernoulli
numbers using Theorem 1.2.
If c is a nonnegative integer, the difference operator 2c operates on the
sequence [am] by
2c am=am+c&am . (1.5)
The powers 2kc of 2c are defined by 2
0
c=identity and 2
k
c =2c b 2
k&1
c for
positive integers k, so that
2kc am= :
k
j=0 \
k
j + (&1)k& j am+ jc (1.6)
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for all nonnegative integers k. To define binomial coefficient operators ( Dk )
associated to an operator D (cf. [5]), we write the binomial coefficient
\Xk +=
X(X&1) } } } (X&k+1)
k!
(1.7)
for k0 as a polynomial in X, and replace X by D. Since the particular
sequences considered in this paper have multiple indices, we shall always
use the index m to denote the index on which an operator operates.
Let p be a prime, and define q by
q={p,4,
if p>2,
if p=2.
(1.8)
Let OK denote the ring of integers in a finite extension of the field Qp of
p-adic numbers. The following theorem is an extension of [9, Lemma 1].
Theorem 1.1. Let f # OK[[T&1]] and write f (et)=n=0 ant
nn!.
Then an # OK for all n. Furthermore, if c#0 (mod ,(q) pa) with a0 then
2kc am #0 (mod p
AOK)
for all m, k0, where A=min[m, k(a+1)] if p>2 and A=min[m, k(a+3)]
if p=2.
Define the linear operator . by
.f (T )= f (T)&
1
p
:
‘ p=1
f (‘T ). (1.9)
This operator is well defined on rational functions, and also on
OK[[T&1]] (cf. (2.14)). If f (et)= an tnn!, write (.f )(et)= a^n tnn!. A
modification of Theorem 1.1 yields stronger congruences for the modified
numbers a^n .
Theorem 1.2. Let f # OK[[T&1]] and write .f (et)=n=0 a^nt
nn!.
Then a^n # OK for all n. Furthermore, if c#0 (mod ,(q) pa) with a0 then
2kc a^m #0 (mod p
ka$OK)
for all m, k0, where a$=a+1 if p>2 and a$=a+3 if p=2, and also
\p
&r2c
k + a^m # OK
for 0ra$ and all m, k0.
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To compare the results of these theorems, one may observe by (2.10) and
(2.15) below that am #a^m (mod pmOK), so the first congruence of
Theorem 1.2 is an extension of the congruence of Theorem 1.1. One may
also observe that by the first statement of Theorem 1.2, the operator
( p&a$2c)k is a polynomial of order k in 2c with leading coefficient p&ka$
which sends am into OK , whereas by the second statement of Theorem 1.2,
the binomial coefficient operator
\ p
&a$2c
k +
is a polynomial of order k in 2c with leading coefficient p&ka$k! which
sends am into OK .
2. DEMONSTRATIONS OF THEOREMS
Throughout this paper p will denote a prime number, Zp the ring of
p-adic integers, and Qp the field of p-adic numbers. If K is a finite extension
of Qp then OK will denote its ring of integers and O_K will denote the multi-
plicative group of units in OK . Recall that q is defined by q= p if p>2 and
q=4 if p=2. The Teichmu ller character | on Z_p is defined by setting
|(x) to be the unique ,(q)th root of unity congruent to x modulo qZp ,
and we define (x) by x=|(x) } (x) for x # Z_p . We use OK[T&1],
OK[[T&1]], and OK ((T&1)) to denote respectively the ring of polyno-
mials, of formal power series, and of formal Laurent series in the indeter-
minate (T&1) over OK . We use ‘‘ord’’ to denote the additive valuation on
K normalized by ord p=1. Finally, et denotes the exponential function
defined by the power series n=0 t
nn! for ord t>1( p&1).
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Write f (T)=m=0 bm(T&1)
m with each bm # OK .
Since
(et&1)m=m! :

n=m
S(n, m)
tn
n!
, (2.1)
we have
an= :
n
m=0
m! S(n, m) bm , (2.2)
and therefore an # OK , since m! S(n, m) # Z for all m, n.
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Let 4 denote the set of all OK -valued measures on Zp . As is well known,
there is a one-to-one correspondence
4 W OK[[T&1]], (2.3)
(cf. [10, Chap. 12; 9, Sect. 1]) under which each measure : # 4 corresponds
to the formal power series
f:(T )=|
Zp
T x d:(x)= :

m=0 \|Zp \
x
m+ d:(x)+ (T&1)m. (2.4)
Let :=:f be the measure which corresponds to our power series f (T )
under this identification. Substituting T=et in (2.4) with ord t>1( p&1)
and evaluating the nth derivative (with respect to t) at t=0 yields
an=|
Zp
xn d:f (x). (2.5)
For i # Z we consider |i :f as a measure on Z_p . The function g(s, i, f )
defined for s # Zp by
g(s, i, f )=|
Zp
_
(x) s |i (x) d:f (x) (2.6)
is the p-adic 1-transform of the measure |i:f , and as such is a p-adic
analytic function of s on Zp [10, Corollary 12.5]. Furthermore, when n is
a nonnegative integer with n#i (mod ,(q)), we have (x) n |i (x)=xn for
all x # Z_p , and therefore
g(n, i, f )=|
Zp
_
xn d:f (x). (2.7)
It follows from (1.6) and (2.7) that for c#0 (mod ,(q) pa), we have
2kc g(m, i, f )= :
k
j=0 \
k
j + (&1)k& j g(m+ jc, i, f )
=|
Zp
_
xm(xc&1)k d:f (x) (2.8)
when m#i (mod ,(q)). Since (xc&1)k#0 (mod pka$Zp) for all x # Z_p
(where a$=a+1 if p>2 and a$=a+3 if p=2), and :f is an OK -valued
measure, this implies
2kc g(m, i, f )#0 (mod p
ka$OK). (2.9)
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On the other hand, xn#0 (mod pnZp) for all x # pZp , so from (2.5), (2.7)
we obtain
g(n, i, f )=|
Zp
_
xn d:f (x)
#|
Zp
_
xn d:f (x)=an (mod pnOK). (2.10)
Therefore 2kc g(m, i, f )#2
k
c am (mod p
mOK), which yields the stated result.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. As in (2.4), we have
f (T)=|
Zp
T x d:f (x), (2.11)
which by (2.4) is valid as a power series identity which is convergent for
T # OK with ord(T&1)>0. We compute
.f (T )= f (T )&
1
p
:
‘ p=1
f (‘T )
=|
Zp
\1&1p :‘ p=1 ‘
x+ T x d:f (x). (2.12)
Since
1
p
:
‘ p=1
‘x={0,1,
if x # Z_p ,
if x # pZp ,
(2.13)
we have
.f (T )=|
Zp
_
T x d:f (x), (2.14)
valid for T # OK with ord(T&1)>0, and therefore also valid as a power
series identity in the ring OK[[T&1]]. Note that this shows that
.f # OK[[T&1]] via the correspondence (2.3), (2.4), with .f correspond-
ing to the measure g:f where g is the characteristic function of Z_p .
Setting T=et, considering n th derivatives as in (2.5), and comparing
with (2.7) we have
a^n= g(n, i, f )=|
Zp
_
xn d:f (x) (2.15)
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for all n, i such that n#i (mod ,(q)). Since :f is an OK-valued measure, we
have a^n # OK , and we compute
2kc a^m=|
Zp
_
xm(xc&1)k d:f (x) (2.16)
for all k, m0, whence 2kc a^m #0 (mod pka$OK), yielding the first statement.
For the second statement, we observe that
\p
&r2c
k + a^m=|Zp_ x
m } \p
&r(xc&1)
k + d:f (x). (2.17)
Since p&r(xc&1) # Zp for all x # Z_p when 0ra$ and c#0 (mod ,(q) p
a),
and ( Xk ) # Zp for all X # Zp and all k0, we conclude from the fact that :f
is an OK-valued measure that
\p
&r2c
k + a^m # OK (2.18)
for 0ra$ and all k, m0.
3. CONGRUENCES FOR STIRLING NUMBERS AND
EULER POLYNOMIALS
The theorems of Section 1 are readily applied to S(m, w, x), extending
and strengthening [9, Theorem B]. (Note: The definition of N(k) in that
theorem should read N(k)=min[m, e+1]&r(k), where r(k)=ord(k!).)
Theorem 3.1. If mw0 and c#0 (mod ,(q) pa) with a0, then for
all k0 and all x # Zp we have
2kc S(m, w, x)#0 (mod p
A&r(w)Zp),
where A=min[m, ka$] and r(w)=ord(w!). If in addition we have w<p then
2kc S(m, w)#0 (mod p
ka$Zp)
and
\p
&r2c
k + S(m, w) # Zp
for 0ra$.
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Proof. Let f (T )=( pr(w)w!) } (T&1)w T x # Zp[[T&1]]. The first
statement follows directly by applying Theorem 1.1 to f. For the second
statement, observe that .T n=T n whenever (n, p)=1; therefore .f =f &1
when w<p and x=0. In this case we also have r(w)=0, so the second
statement then follows directly from Theorem 1.2.
We now give congruences for the generalized Euler polynomials
H (w)n (u, x) of order w attached to an algebraic number u{1, which are
defined by
\1&uet&u+
w
ext= :

n=0
H (w)n (u, x)
tn
n!
. (3.1)
Here the order w may be any p-adic integer. Note that E (w)n (x)=
H (w)n (&1, x). Again, we often suppress w in the notation when w=1 and
we often suppress mention of x when x=0.
Theorem 3.2. Let u be algebraic over Qp , and suppose that 1&u # O_K ,
where K=Qp(u). Then for all m0 and all w, x # Zp , we have
H (w)m (u, x) # OK , and for c#0 (mod ,(q) p
a) we have
2kc H
(w)
m (u, x)#0 (mod p
AOK)
for all k0, where A=min[m, ka$]. Furthermore, if w is a positive integer
then the congruences of Theorem 1.2 hold for the numbers
a^n=H (w)n (u)& :
w
j=1
Aw, j
(u&1&1)w
(u&p&1) j
pnH ( j)n (u
p),
where Aw, j equals (wpj) times the coefficient of zw in ((1+z) p&1) j.
Proof. If 1&u # O_K then f (T )=((1&u)(T&u))
w } Tx # OK[[T&1]]
for all x, w # Zp , and therefore the first statement follows immediately from
Theorem 1.1. For the second part, we make use of the identity
 \ 1(X&1)s+= :
s
j=1
As, j
(X&1) j
, (3.2)
given in ([4], Lemma 5.3.1), where
f (X )=
1
p
:
Zp=X
f (Z). (3.3)
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Noting that .f (T )= f (T )&(f )(T p) for any function f and setting
X=u&1T in (3.2) yields
. \1&uT&u+
w
=\1&uT&u+
w
& :
w
j=1
Aw, j
(u&1&1)w
(u&p&1) j \
1&u p
T p&u p+
j
. (3.4)
Therefore corresponding to the function f (T )=((1&u)(T&u))w we have
(.f )(et)=n a^n tnn! with a^n as in the statement of the theorem. The
second part then follows from Theorem 1.2.
In many applications of Euler numbers the parameter u is taken to be a
nontrivial ( p&1)st root of unity. We observe that in this case the numbers
a^n simplify to
a^n=(1& pw+n&1) H (w)n (u)& :
w&1
j=1
Aw, j (u&1&1)w& j pnH ( j)n (u). (3.5)
In particular when w=1 and u is a nontrivial ( p&1)st root of unity, the
numbers an=Hn(u) and a^n are related by the simple Euler factor (1& pn).
For a primitive Dirichlet character / of conductor f, the generalized
Euler numbers Hn, /(u) are defined by
:
f &1
a=0
(1&u f ) /(a) eatu f &1&a
e ft&u f
= :

n=0
Hn, /(u)
tn
n!
(3.6)
(cf. [8]). If /=1, we observe that Hn, /(u)=Hn(u). For nontrivial charac-
ters /, we note that the associated function f (T ) is
f (T)= f (u, /, T)= :
f &1
a=0
(1&u f ) /(a) T au f &1&a
T f&u f
=u&1(1&u f ) f/(u&1T )
(3.7)
with f/ as defined in (4.11). As a corollary to the proof of Theorem 4.2
below, we deduce congruences for these generalized Euler numbers.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that / is a primitive Dirichlet character of con-
ductor f and that u is algebraic over Qp with 1&u f # O_K , where
K=Qp(u, /). If c#0 (mod ,(q) pa) with a0, then the congruences of
Theorem 1.2 hold for the numbers
a^n=Hn, /(u)&u p&1
1&u f
1&u pf
/( p) pnHn, /(u p).
Proof. If /=1, then f =1, Hn, /(u)=Hn(u), and the result follows from
the second statement of Theorem 3.2 by taking w=1 and observing
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A1, 1=1, so suppose /{1. Since 1&u f # O_K , the polynomial T
f&u f is
invertible in OK[[T&1]], so f (u, /, T ) # OK[[T&1]]. From (3.7),
(4.12), and (4.13) we compute
.f (u, /, T )= f (u, /, T )&u p&1
1&u f
1&u pf
/( p) f (u p, /, T p), (3.8)
from which the theorem follows.
The reader will also observe that if u is a nontrivial ( p&1)st root of
unity then the numbers a^n simplify to
a^n=(1&/( p) pn) Hn, /(u). (3.9)
4. ORDINARY AND GENERALIZED BERNOULLI NUMBERS
In this section we give congruences for the action of binomial coefficient
operators on the ordinary Bernoulli numbers, which extend [5, Remark 5.1
and Theorem 3.1], in the case c#0 (mod ,(q) pa) with a>0.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that ,(q) does not divide m. If c#0 (mod ,(q) pa)
with a0, then
\p
&r2c
k +{(1& pm&1)
Bm
m = # Zp
for 0ra$ and all k>0.
Proof. For p=2, the quantity (1&2m&1) Bm m is zero for all odd m,
and the theorem is therefore trivially true. Now suppose p is odd and let
b # Z with b>1 and (b, p)=1. The polynomial
Fb(T)=
T b&1
T&1
=
((T&1)+1)b&1
T&1
=b+\b2+ (T&1)+ } } } +(T&1)b&1
(4.1)
lies in Z[T&1] and has constant term b # Z_p when viewed as an element
of Z[T&1]. Therefore
b
Fb(T )
# 1+(T&1) Zp[[T&1]], (4.2)
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so that
b
T b&1
=
1
T&1
+ f (T), (4.3)
where f (T ) is a rational function which also lies in Zp[[T&1]].
Now we substitute T=et and expand as formal power series,
t&1 :

n=0
(bn&1) Bn
tn
n!
= :

n=0
an
tn
n!
, (4.4)
where each an # Zp . For each n0, equating coefficients of tnn! yields
(bn+1&1)
Bn+1
n+1
=an . (4.5)
Since
. \ 1T a&1+=
1
T a&1
&
1
T pa&1
(4.6)
whenever (a, p)=1, we see that for this function f (T ) we have
(1& pn)(bn+1&1)
Bn+1
n+1
=a^n . (4.7)
Supposing that n+1 is not divisible by p&1, choose b so that bn+11
(mod p). Since the congruences of Theorem 1.2 hold for the numbers a^n as
in (4.7) associated to bp i for i=1, 2, 3, ..., they hold for the numbers
(1& pn)(|(b)n+1&1)
Bn+1
n+1
(4.8)
obtained upon passing to the p-adic limit. We then take m=n+1 and
observe that (|(b)m&1) is a p-adic unit and that (|(b) j&1)=(|(b)m&1)
if j#m (mod c), allowing us to divide the congruences by (|(b)m&1),
giving the result.
Remark. The reader will observe that this proof also implies the more
classical Kummer congruences
2kc {(1& pm&1) Bmm =#0 (mod pk(a+1)Zp) (4.9)
for odd primes p when c#0 (mod( p&1) pa) and p&1 does not divide m.
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For a primitive Dirichlet character / of conductor f the generalized
Bernoulli numbers Bn, / are defined by
:
f
a=1
/(a) teat
e ft&1
= :

n=0
Bn, /
tn
n!
(4.10)
(cf. [10, Chap. 4]). We give congruences for the action of binomial
coefficient operators on these numbers.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that / is a nontrivial primitive Dirichlet character
of conductor f, with ( f, p)=1, and put K=Qp(/). If c#0 (mod ,(q) pa)
with a0, then
\p
&r2c
k +{(1&/( p) pm&1)
Bm, /
m = # OK
for 0ra$ and all m, k>0.
Proof. Define
f/(T )= :
f
a=1
/(a) T a
T f&1
. (4.11)
Since ( f, p)=1 we see from (4.3), (4.11) that f/(T ) lies in OK ((T&1)). At
T=1 the numerator of f/(T) equals  fa=1 /(a)=0 since /{1. Therefore
we see that f/(T ) # OK[[T&1]]. It is easily verified that f/(T ) has the
partial fraction decomposition
f/(T)=
1
f
:
f &1
i=1
g(u i)
uiT&1
, (4.12)
where the ui are the nontrivial f th roots of unity and g(ui)=
 f &1a=1 /(a) u
&a
i . Since
. \ 1uiT&1+=
1
uiT&1
&
1
u pi T
p&1
(4.13)
and g(ui)=/( p) g(u pi ) for 1i< f, we conclude that
.f/(T )= f/(T )&/( p) f/(Tp). (4.14)
From (4.10) we see that
f/(et)= :

n=0
Bn+1, /
n+1
tn
n!
, (4.15)
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so if f (T )= f/(T) then an=Bn+1, / (n+1), and from (4.14) it readily
follows that a^n=(1&/( p) pm) an . Taking m=n+1 and applying Theorem
1.2 give the result.
Remark. Under the hypotheses of this theorem the more classical
Kummer congruences
2kc {(1&/( p) pm&1) Bm, /m =#0 (mod pka$OK) (4.16)
also follow from this proof.
5. HIGHER-ORDER BERNOULLI NUMBERS
In this section we generalize the Kummer congruences to the higher
order Bernoulli numbers B (w)n in the case where 0wn. This is the most
interesting case, since the Bernoulli numbers may be expressed in terms of
Stirling numbers when w<0 or when n<w (cf. [6, Section 2]). In this
section p will denote an odd prime.
Let a nonnegative integer m and a positive integer w be given, and define
J=J(m, w)=[ j # [1, 2, ..., w]: p&1 | m+ j], (5.1)
M=M(m, w)=max
j # J
[1+ord(m+ j )], (5.2)
E=E(m, w)= :
j # J _ [w]
k( j, m, w), (5.3)
where k( j, m, w)={
max[1+ord (m+ j)&ord j, 0],
if j # J and j{w,
1+ord(m+ j)&ord j, if j=w # J,
&ord j, if j=w  J.
(5.4)
By definition we set M=0 if J is empty.
Suppose that 0mn and m#n (mod( p&1) pa) for some nonnegative
integer a. Observe that E(m, w)=E(n, w) if aM.
Theorem 5.1. For all m0,
B (w)m+w
(m+1)w
# p&EZp ,
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where (m+1)w=(m+w)!m! is the Pochhammer symbol. Furthermore, if
0mn and m#n (mod( p&1) pa) with aM, then
B (w)m+w
(m+1)w
#
B (w)n+w
(n+1)w
(mod pC Zp),
where C=min[m&E, a+1&M&E].
Proof. Let a, m, n, w be given as described above. Let b denote a primitive
root modulo pa+1, and note that this implies ord(b( p&1) pe&1)=e+1 for
0ea. As in (4.3), we have
b
T b&1
#
1
T&1
+Zp[[T&1]]. (5.5)
Therefore for any positive integer w, we may use the binomial expansion to
write
\ bT b&1+
w
=
1
(T&1)w
+
cw&1
(T&1)w&1
+ } } } +
c1
(T&1)
+ f (T), (5.6)
where c1 , ..., cw&1 # Zp and f (T ) is a rational function which also lies in
Zp[[T&1]]. From the binomial expansion we observe that if ord w=
r>0 then ord cw&ir+1&s for 1i<ps if sr.
Now we substitute T=et and expand it as a formal power series, giving
t&w :

n=0
(bn&1) B (w)n
tn
n!
=cw&1 t1&w :

n=0
B (w&1)n
tn
n!
+ } } }
+c1 t&1 :

n=0
B (1)n
tn
n!
+ :

n=0
an
tn
n!
, (5.7)
where each an # Zp . For each m0, equating coefficients of tmm! yields
(bm+w&1)
B(w)m+w
(m+1)w
=cw&1
B (w&1)m+w&1
(m+1)w&1
+ } } } +c1
B (1)m+1
m+1
+am . (5.8)
Since f (T) is a rational function in Zp[[T&1]] and f (et)=n antnn!,
from Theorem 1.1 with k=1 we deduce a congruence am #an (mod pAZp)
when m#n (mod( p&1) pa), where A=min[m, a+1]. When w=1 the
equality (5.8) is
(bm+1&1)
B (1)m+1
m+1
=am , (5.9)
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and therefore
(bm+1&1)
B (1)m+1
m+1
#(bn+1&1)
B (1)n+1
n+1
(mod pAZp), (5.10)
or equivalently,
(bm+1&1)
B (1)m+1
m+1
#(bm+1&1)
B (1)n+1
n+1
+(bn+1&bm+1)
B (1)n+1
n+1
(mod pAZp).
(5.11)
If m, n&1 (mod p&1), then E=M=0 and ord(bm+1&1)=ord(bn+1&1)
=0, so B(1)m+1(m+1) and B
(1)
n+1(n+1) lie in Zp . Since m#n (mod( p&1) p
a),
we have ord(bn+1&bm+1)=a+1, so
B(1)m+1
m+1
#
B (1)n+1
n+1
(mod pAZp), (5.12)
and the theorem holds for w=1 in this case, since C=A.
Suppose that m#n#&1 (mod( p&1) pe) with 0ea; then
ord(bm+1&1)=e+1. In this situation E=M=e+1, and from (5.9)
we see that B (1)m+1 (m+1) and B
(1)
n+1 (n+1) lie in p
&EZp . Since m#n
(mod( p&1) pa), we have ord(bn+1&bm+1)=a+1, so from (5.11) we
have
(bm+1&1)
B (1)m+1
m+1
#(bm+1&1)
B (1)n+1
n+1
(mod pmin[m, a+1&E]Zp),
(5.13)
and therefore
B(1)m+1
m+1
#
B (1)n+1
n+1
(mod pC Zp), (5.14)
completing the proof of the theorem for w=1.
Now suppose that w>1. For 1tw&1 define
E$=E$(m, t)= :
j # J(m, t)
k( j, m, w), (5.15)
and observe that we always have E$(m, t)E(m, t); also note that E$(m, t)
=E(m, t) if p does not divide t, or if p&1 divides m+t and ord t
1+ord(m+t), and E$(m, t)>E(m, t) in all other cases. Since each
k( j, m, w) appearing in (5.15) is nonnegative, it is also clear that for m and
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w fixed, E$(m, t) is a nondecreasing function of t for 1tw&1 (whereas
E(m, t) is not), so that E$(m, w&1)=max1t<w [E$(m, t)]. Furthermore,
we note that E$(m, t)>E$(m, t&1) only if p&1 divides m+t and
1+ord(m+ j)>ord j.
If ord w=r>0, we have noted that ord cw&ir+1&s when 1i<ps
with sr. We now claim that if ord w=r>0, then the function F(m, t)
defined for 1tw&1 by
F(m, t)={E(m, t)&r&1+s,E(m, t)
if ps&1w&t<ps with sr,
if w&tpr,
(5.16)
attains its maximum value at t=w&1. For 1 jp&1, we have
F(m, w&1)=E(m, w&1)&r=E$(m, w&1)&r
E$(m, w& j)&r=E(m, w& j)&r=F(m, w& j). (5.17)
If p&1 does not divide m+w& p then
E(m, w&1)=E$(m, w&1)E$(m, w& p)>E(m, w& p). (5.18)
If p&1 divides m+w& p, then p&1 divides m+w&1 as well, and since
p cannot divide w&1 we have
E(m, w&1)=E$(m, w&1)>E$(m, w&2)E$(m, w& p)E(m, w& p).
(5.19)
Thus in either case we have E(m, w&1)>E(m, w& p), so that
F(m, w&1)=E(m, w&1)&rE(m, w& p)+1&r=F(m, w& p).
(5.20)
If F(m, w&1)<F(m, w& p&1) then we must have E$(m, w& p&1)=
E$(m, w&1). Since at least one of [w&1, w&2, ..., w& p&1] must lie in
J(m, w&1), we will have E$(m, w& p&1)<E$(m, w&1) unless all such
elements j are divisible by p and satisfy ord j>ord (m+ j). This requires
w& p # J, but then w&1 # J as well; however, p cannot divide w&1. This
contradiction shows that F(m, w&1)F(m, w& p&1).
Clearly F(m, w& ps&1&1)F(m, w& j ) for ps&1+1 jps&1. For
1<sr, the set [w& ps&1&1, w& ps&1&2, ..., w& ps+1] contains at
most ps&2 numbers t such that p divides t and p&1 divides m+t, and
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therefore at least ps&2( p&1)&1 numbers t such that p&1 divides m+t
and p does not divide t. Since E$ is nondecreasing and E$(m, t)>
E$(m, t&1) for all such t, and ps&2( p&1)&11 for s>1, p>2, we have
E(m, w& ps&1&1)=E$(m, w& ps&1&1)E$(m, w& ps+1)+1
=E(m, w& ps+1)+1, (5.21)
so that
F(m, w& ps&1&1)=E(m, w& ps&1&1)&1&r+s
E$(m, w& ps+1)&r+s. (5.22)
Since E$(m, w&ps+1)E$(m, w&ps)E$(m, w&ps) and E$(m, w&ps+1)
E$(m, w& ps&1)=E$(m, w& ps&1), we obtain F(m, w& ps&1&1)
F(m, w& ps) and F(m, w& ps&1&1)F(m, w& ps&1) for 1<sr. But
since F(m, w& pr&1)=E$(m, w& pr&1) if w>pr and E$(m, w& pr&1)
E$(m, w& j)E(m, w& j) for all jpr+1, we see that F(m, w&1)
F(m, w& j) for all j, 1 jw&1.
Assume now that the theorem has been proven for all positive integer
orders less than w. Denoting the right member of (5.8) by R(m), the
facts that F( m, w & 1 ) = max1  t < w[ F( m, t ) ] and E$ ( m, w & 1 ) =
max1t<w[E$(m, t)] imply that R(m) # p&F $Zp and R(m)#R(n)(mod pC$Zp),
where
F $={E(m, w&1),F(m, w&1),
if ord w=0,
if ord w>0,
(5.23)
M$=M(m, w&1), and C$=min[m&F $, a+1&M$&F $]. If m, n&w
(mod ( p&1)), then ord(bm+w&1)=0, E=F $, and M=M$. If m#
n#&w (mod( p&1) pe) with 0ea, then ord(bm+w&1)=e+1,
E=F $+e+1, and M=max[M$, e+1]. In either case, from (5.8) we see
that B(w)m+w (m+1)w lies in p
&EZp . From (5.8) and the induction hypothesis
we also have
(bm+w&1)
B (w)m+w
(m+1)w
#(bm+w&1)
B (w)n+w
(n+1)w
+(bn+w&bm+w)
B(w)n+w
(n+1)w
(mod pC$Zp).
(5.24)
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Since m#n (mod( p&1) pa), we have ord(bn+w&bm+w)=a+1, so
(bm+w&1)
B (w)m+w
(m+1)w
#(bm+w&1)
B (w)m+w
(n+1)w
(mod pmin[C$, a+1&E]Zp).
(5.25)
Then since min[C$, a+1&E]&ord(bm+w&1)=min[m&F $, a+1&M$&F $,
a+1&E]&(E&F $)=min[m&E, a+1&M&E]=C, we have
B (w)m+w
(m+1)w
#
B (w)n+w
(n+1)w
(mod pCZp), (5.26)
so the theorem holds for order w. Thus the theorem holds for all positive
integer orders.
Remarks. The divisibility statement of this theorem also may be
modified to include B (w)r when 0rw via (5.7). Specifically, for 0rw
write r=m+w where &wm0, and replace the set J(m, w) with
J+(m, w)=[ j # [1, 2, ..., w] : m+ j>0 and p&1 | m+ j], (5.27)
and define E=E(m, w) as in (5.3) with J replaced by J+. Then equating
coefficients of tr&w in (5.7) yields
(br&1)
B (w)r
r!
=cw&1
B (w&1)r&1
(r&1)!
+ } } } +c1
B(1)r+1&w
(r+1&w)!
+ar&w , (5.28)
where we interpret all terms B (s)k and ak to be zero if k<0. Since B
(w)
0 =1,
it is easily proven by induction on r that
B (w)r
r!
# p&EZp . (5.29)
The divisibility statement of this theorem is not the best possible in all
cases, but is presented as a reference point against which to measure the
strength of the congruences. Specifically, if one views the terms B (w)m+w 
(m+1)w and B (w)n+w (n+1)w as elements of p
&EZp , then the congruences
are specifying p-adic agreement of these terms to d digits, where d=
min[m, a+1&M]. However, despite its crudity, it does complement the
known bounds in an interesting manner.
Adelberg has shown that
ord B (w)m+w&S(m+w)p&1  (5.30)
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[1, Remark 2, p. 337], and this result has also been obtained independ-
ently by Howard [6, Theorem 3.5]; here S(m+w) denotes the sum of the
base p digits of the integer m+w and  } denotes the greatest integer
function. Howard’s result also showed that if p j divides w but p does not
divide m, then
ord B (w)m+w j&S(m+w)p&1  , (5.31)
and Adelberg [2, Theorem 2.1(i)] showed that (5.31) holds when p j divides
w and ( p&1) p does not divide m+w. For fixed m>0, these results
provide a better asymptotic bound as w   than does the bound
ord B (w)m+word(m+1)w&E (5.35)
obtained from the divisibility statement of Theorem 5.1; indeed (5.30) and
(5.31) show that ord B (w)m+w&logp(m+w+1), which is not apparent
from (5.32). By means of the well-known result ord(n!)=(n&S(n))
( p&1), (5.32) may be rewritten as
ord B (w)m+wS(m)p&1&
S(m+w)
p&1 & :j # J (k( j, m, w)&1) (5.33)
if w # J, and if w  J then
ord B (w)m+word w+S(m)p&1&
S(m+w)
p&1 & :j # J (k( j, m, w)&1). (5.34)
So in the case m=0, for example, we observe that (5.33), (5.34) agree
precisely with the bound (5.30), (5.31) for all w, since k( j, 0, w)=1 for all
j # J(0, w). For fixed m{0, (5.33), (5.34) are sometimes better than (5.30),
(5.31) due to the beneficial term S(m)( p&1), but (5.33), (5.34) are often
worse than (5.30), (5.31) due to the ‘‘detrimental’’ term  j # J (k( j, m, w)&1).
If m is fixed with ord m=s, then this term is asymptotic to wps+1( p&1)2,
as will be shown in Proposition 5.2 below.
On the other hand, if w is fixed and m  , the right side of (5.31) is
bounded above by j=ord w; that is, (5.31) does not produce arbitrarily
large positive ordinals for B (w)m+w if w is fixed, and indeed does not predict
any positive ordinal for B (w)m+w unless p divides w. But if w>0 is given,
choose (for example) m= pN&1, where N is large enough so that m>w. Then
S(m+w)( p&1)logp(w+1) for any such N and j # J (k( j, m, w)&1)
is likewise independent of N (since pN#1 (mod p&1) for all N and
ord( pN+k)=ord k for 0<k<pN), whereas S(m)( p&1)=N. There-
fore, for any fixed w, (5.33) explicitly produces values of m for which B(w)m+w
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has a positive ordinal, and also for which ord B (w)m+w is arbitrarily large. We
do not know of any other general bound for ord B (w)n with this property.
For any fixed w one may find values of m for which the term
 j # J (k( j, m, w)&1) in (5.33), (5.34) is actually negative (and therefore
beneficial to the bound); however, in general this term will be positive.
Below we describe the asymptotic behavior of this term for fixed m.
Proposition 5.2. If m>0 is fixed with ord m=s, then the term
 j # J (k( j, m, w)&1) in (5.33), (5.34) is asymptotic to wps+1( p&1)2 as
w  .
Proof. With the possible exception of the term j=w, the sum is
:
j # J
max[ord(m+ j)&ord j, &1]. (5.35)
If ord j<ord m, then ord(m+ j)=ord j and the contribution to the sum
is zero. If ord j=ord m, then ord(m+ j)ord j and the contribution to
the sum is ord(m+ j)&ord j. If ord j>ord m, then ord(m+ j)<ord j and
the contribution to the sum is &1. Therefore for ord m=s the sum (5.35)
becomes
:
1 jw
( p&1) | (m+j )
ord j=s
(ord(m+j )&ord j )& :
1 jw
( p&1) | (m+j)
ord js+1
1. (5.36)
The second sum in (5.36) is clearly asymptotic to wps+1( p&1). In the first
sum of (5.36), write m=aps, j=bps with (a, p)=(b, p)=1. Then m+ j#
a+b(mod p&1) and ord(m+ j)&ord j=ord(a+b), so
:
1 jw
( p&1) | (m+j )
ord j=s
(ord(m+j )&ord j )= :
1bwps 
( p&1) | (a+b)
ord b=0
ord(a+b)
= :
1bwps 
( p&1) | (a+b)
ord(a+b), (5.37)
the second equality holding because if ord b>0 then ord(a+b)=0. This
last sum in (5.37) equals ord((a+wps )( p&1) !)&ord(a( p&1) !).
Using the fact that ord(n!)=(n&S(n))( p&1), we see that this sum is
asymptotic to wps( p&1)2. So the difference of sums in (5.36) is asymptotic to
wps+1( p&1)2. Since the term j=w changes the sum by at most ord w, the
result follows.
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As a further corollary to the divisibility result of Theorem 5.1, we
observe that its w= p case implies a result of Carlitz [3, Section 6], giving
sufficient conditions for B ( p)n to lie in Zp . (Carlitz also proved that these
conditions are necessary for B ( p)n # Zp when n>p.)
Corollary 5.3 (Carlitz). For all n0, B ( p)n # Zp unless n#0
(mod p&1) and n#0, &1 (mod p), in which case B( p)n # p&1Zp .
Proof. First assume np and write n=m+ p. If n0 (mod p&1),
then J=J(m, p) consists of a single term, so E=1+ord(m+ j0)&1 for
some j0 , 1 j0p. But ord(m+1)pord(m+ j0), so by the divisibility
statement of Theorem 5.1 we have B ( p)n # Zp .
Suppose n#0(mod p&1); then E=E(m, p)=1+ord(m+1)+ord(m+ p).
If m0, &1 (mod p) then E=1, and since ord(m+1)p1 we have B ( p)n # Zp
by the divisibility statement of Theorem 5.1. In the case m#0 (resp. &1)
(mod p) we have E=1+ord(m+ p) (resp. E=1+ord(m+1)), whereas
ord(m+1)p=ord(m+ p) (resp. ord(m+1)p=ord(m+1)), showing that
B( p)n # p
&1Zp .
In the case 0n<p, we have B ( p)n n! # p
&EZp as in (5.29) by the remark
following Theorem 5.1, where E=E(n& p, p). Since E(n& p, p)=0 when
0n<p, the result follows in this case.
We now extend the result of Theorem 5.1 to treat the action of powers
of 2c on the higher-order Bernoulli numbers.
Theorem 5.4. If m0, w>0, and c#0 (mod( p&1) pa) with aM,
then for all k0 we have
2kc { B
(w)
m+w
(m+1)w=#0 (mod pC Zp),
where C=min[m&E, k(a+1&M)&E].
Proof. This has been proven for k=0, 1 in Theorem 5.1. Assume now
that k>1 and the theorem has been proven for all positive integers less
than k. We require the identity
2kc[Xm Ym]= :
k
i=0 \
k
i + 2 ic [Xm] 2k&ic [Ym+ic], (5.38)
which follows from the definition (1.6) of 2kc . Specifically, using (1.6) to
expand the right side of (5.38), one finds the coefficient of Xm+ jc Ym+hc to be
(&1)k&h \ kj, k&h, h& j+ :
h& j
s=0 \
h& j
s + (&1)s, (5.39)
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which is zero if j{h and equals (&1)k& j ( kj ) if j=h. Applying this identity
in (5.9) with Xm=bm+1&1 and Ym=B (1)m+1 (m+1) yields
(bm+1&1) 2kc {B
(1)
m+1
m+1==2kc am& :
k
i=1 \
k
i + 2 ic[bm+1] 2k&ic {
B (1)m+ic+1
m+ic+1= .
(5.40)
Observe that 2 ic[b
m+1]#0 (mod p i(a+1)Z), and by Theorem 1.1 we have
2kc am #0 (mod pAZp), where A=min[m, k(a+1)]. By the induction
hypothesis ord 2k&ic [B
(1)
m+ic+1 (m+ic+1)] is at least min[m&E, (k&i)
(a+1&M)&E] for i>0, so the p-adic ordinal of the sum in (5.40) is at
least min[a+1+m&E, a+1+(k&1)(a+1&M)&E], and therefore
ord(bm+1&1) 2kc {B
(1)
m+1
m+1=min[m, (a+1)+(k&1)(a+1&M)&E],
(5.41)
since M=Ea. Since M=E=ord(bm+1&1) it follows that
ord 2kc {B
(1)
m+1
m+1=min[m&E, k(a+1&M)&E], (5.42)
so the theorem is true for the k th power in the case w=1. Now assume
that w>1 and the theorem has also been proven for the k th power for all
positive integer orders less than w. Applying the identity (5.38) in equation
(5.8) yields
(bm+w&1) 2kc { B
(w)
m+w
(m+1)w=
=2kc[R(m)]& :
k
i=1 \
k
i + 2 ic[bm+w] 2k&ic {
B (w)m+ic+w
(m+ic+1)w= , (5.43)
where R(m) denotes the right member of (5.8) as in the proof of
Theorem 5.1. By the induction hypotheses 2kc[R(m)]#0 (mod p
C$Zp)
where C$=min[m&F $, k(a+1&M$)&F $] with F $=F $(m, w&1), M$=
M(m, w&1) as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, and the p-adic ordinal of the
sum in (5.43) is at least min[a+1+m&E, a+1+(k&1)(a+1&M)&E].
Therefore we have
ord(bm+w&1) 2kc { B
(w)
m+w
(m+1)w=
min[m&F $, k(a+1&M$)&F $, (a+1)+(k&1)(a+1&M)&E].
(5.44)
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Noting that either M=M$ or M=ord(bm+w&1) and that ord(bm+w&1)
=E&F $, we finally obtain
ord 2kc { B
(w)
m+w
(m+1)w=min[m&E, k(a+1&M)&E], (5.45)
demonstrating the theorem for k th power and order w. By induction the
theorem for k th power is proven for all w, which completes the proof for
all k.
We conclude by extending these results to B(w)n (x) for x # Zp .
Theorem 5.5. For all m0 and all x # Zp ,
B(w)m+w(x)
(m+1)w
# p&E*Zp ,
and if c#0 (mod( p&1) pa) with aM, then for all k0 we have
2kc {B
(w)
m+w(x)
(m+1)w =#0 (mod pC*Zp),
where C*=min[m&E*, k(a+1&M)&E*], and
E*=E*(m, w)= :
j # J
max[1+ord(m+ j)&ord j, 0].
Proof. Since the set of nonnegative integers is dense in Zp , it suffices to
prove the statements for nonnegative integers x. The theorem is certainly
true for x=0 by Theorems 5.1 and 5.4. Assume that the statement is true
for all m0 and all w>0 for some nonnegative integer x. From the well-
known identity
B (w)n (x+1)=B
(w)
n (x)+nB
(w&1)
n&1 (x) (5.46)
[6, Eq. (2.3)], we deduce
B (w)m+w(x+1)
(m+1)w
=
B (w)m+w (x)
(m+1)w
+
B (w&1)m+w&1 (x)
(m+1)w&1
. (5.47)
Since E*(m, w)=max[E(m, w), E(m, w&1)], the two statements for x+1
follow from the induction hypothesis and (5.47). By induction the theorem
holds for all nonnegative integers x, and then by continuity it holds for
all x # Zp .
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